Audatia

Armour Expansion
Armour developed into the full knightly suit of plate steel in the late 1300s and
early 1400s; right when Fiore dei Liberi was writing Il Fior di Battaglia. Thanks
to metallurgical developments in Milan in the 1380s, it became possible to make
tempered steel plates that were both tough, and hard. Fiore’s Art naturally
includes a lot of material on Armoured combat. When wearing armour, you
trade some speed and a little mobility for a lot of protection. But armour is
vulnerable to some specific attacks. These rules are based on Fiore’s work on
armoured combat and also model the increase in protection and fatigue.

This Audatia Armour Expansion contains the
following:

1 Armour Expansion Pack Rules Sheet
1 Armour Accoutrement Card
5 Half-Sword Posta Cards
12 Half-Sword Strike Cards
6 Punta Cards
7 Half-Sword Stretto Remedy Cards

Preparing the Armour
Expansion Pack for Play
The Armour Expansion Pack is prepared for play once
per game before the Setup Process.

The Half-Sword Strike Cards are new defensive
sword blows that the player can use with the
Half-Sword Posta Cards. They are defined by the
Five Swords Symbol on the bottom right corner of
the card. There are two types of Half-Sword Strike
Cards: Parries and Counterattacks.

1. Decide if you, your opponent or both are using
the Armour Expansion Pack. You need the Armour
Accoutrement card to use the Half-Sword cards
because many Half-Sword techniques require the
ability for a duellist to receive unparried blows. If not
in armour, your opponent has +4 Celeritas.

Half-Sword Stretto Remedies

2. Separate and add the 5 Half-Sword Posta cards to
your Posta pile.

Half-Sword Stretto Counter-Remedies
These function as normal Stretto Counter-Remedies.

You can discard Half-Sword Action cards as if they
were normal Action cards, including to the Salute.

Whenever a player can draw a card, it can be drawn
from either the Action deck or the Half-Sword Action
deck.

Accoutrement cards add abilities or change the
rules for the player who has them.

These function like normal Stretto Remedies and
are usable only with a Half-Sword grip.

Using the Armour

Using the Half-Sword Cards

Armour Accoutrement Card

Half-Sword Strike Card

6. Go to Setup Process (See Audatia Duel Deck Rules
Sheet).

Note that Armour does not protect you against Stretto
Remedies, Stretto Counter-Remedies or a game lost
through the use of Skill Cards, for example Kick to the
Groin, unless it is stated otherwise in the Skill Card.

New Types of Card

The Half-Sword Posta Cards function like the basic
game Posta Cards and enable the player to use
Half-Sword Parries and Counterattacks.

5. Take the Armour Accoutrement card and place it to
the area where you will place your Virtues.

When in Armour, whenever you would be hit by an
Attack and therefore lose the game, your opponent
instead takes a random card from your hand to be
discarded, and then draws a card from either their
own Action deck or Half-Sword Action deck. After this
Break Off.

To add the Armour Expansion Pack to Audatia, you
need two Audatia Duel Decks, and for a fair fight,
two Armour Expansion Packs.

Half-Sword Posta Card

deck and place it next to the Character’s Action deck.

3. Separate the 6 Basic Half-Sword cards and
add them to your starting hand in addition to
the 12 Basic cards of the Character deck.
4. Shuffle the Character’s standard Action deck and
place it as usual, then shuffle the Half-Sword Action
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After making a parry or being parried, you can go into
a Half-Sword grip by discarding a Half-Sword Strike
card from your hand. Likewise you can switch from
Half-Sword to normal grip by discarding any normal
Strike card.

Half-Sword Strikes can only be played from the appropriate Half-Sword Poste.
Half-Sword Stretto Remedies can only be played if the
player has first:
•
•
•

Parried with a Half-Sword Parry,
has gone into Half-Sword grip after Parrying, or
has gone into Half-Sword grip after after being
Parried.

Half-Sword Stretto Counter-Remedies can be used as
normal Stretto Counter-Remedies and vice versa.

Parrying in Half-Sword
You can Parry any Attack with an Eligible Strike
Card that has a Half-Sword Parry symbol.
After a Half-Sword Parry, you can only play HalfSword Stretto Remedies. If you do not play a HalfSword Remedy, your opponent can attack again with
any Eligible Strike. If neither player acts, then Break
Off.
When your opponent is not in Half-Sword, the type of
Half-Sword Remedy is determined according whether
your position is Point-Forward or Pommel-Forward. To
check whether you can play the Half-Sword Remedy,
check whether the symbol aligns if you place the card’s
bottom edge against the top edge of the Half-Sword
Parry. If the symbols align forming a complete symbol,
you may play it.

When in a Half-Sword Posta, you can only
play the appropriate Half-Sword Strikes
or Punta as indicated by the Five Swords
symbol on the card. The Five Swords symbol
functions in the same manner as the Seven
Swords symbol.

When your opponent is in Half-Sword, ignore the
Point-Forward and Pommel-Forward distinctions
and use the Stretto Side Card instead following the
standard rules (See Audatia Duel Deck Rules Sheet).
After a Parry, a player who did not make a Half-Sword
Strike may to go into Half-Sword by discarding a HalfSword Strike. If he does, he counts as having played
a Half-Sword Strike and can make Half-Sword Stretto
Remedies.
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Counterattacking in
Half-Sword
The Half-Sword Counterattacks may be used
against any Attack coming from the same side.
(Mandritto Counterattacks can be used against
Mandritto Attacks; and Roverso Counterattacks
against Roverso Attacks). The rules for playing a
Half-Sword Counterattack are as follows:
1. You must have most Celeritas

must then play another Half-Sword Parry from the
other side before you can proceed with a Strike.

Symbols
		

Five Swords

.

2. After your opponent Attacks, you play an Eligible
Half-Sword Counterattack

Half-Sword Parry

3. Your opponent may Parry your Half-Sword
Counterattack by playing the same kind of Strike
card as his original Attack. If your opponent cannot
Parry the Half-Sword Counterattack, you win the
game.

Half-Sword
Counterattack

After playing the Parry, your opponent may only
play a Half-Sword Stretto Remedy, so he must go
into Half-Sword grip by discarding a Half-Sword
Strike card. If he does not do so, you may play a
Half-Sword Stretto Remedy. If neither duellist plays
a Half-Sword Stretto Remedy, Break Off.

Thrusts in Half-Sword
The only attack you can play from Half-Sword grip
is a Punta. There are two different scenarios:
A. If your opponent is in a Half-Sword Posta, your
Punta ignores the opponent’s Armour.
Your opponent may Parry the Punta with
an Eligible Half-Sword Strike with the
Half-Sword Parry symbol.
B. If your opponent is not in a Half-Sword Posta,
the Punta counts as a normal Thrust (See Thrust
Process in Audatia Duel Deck Rules Sheet).

Point-Forward

Pommel-Forward
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Attacking Extended Poste
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If your opponent is in an Extended Posta, and you
have most Prudentia
, then you may ignore the
Posta’s rule text.
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If you do not have a Prudentia advantage, you must
first play a Half-Sword Parry as if the opponent had
played a Punta against you. The play then proceeds
as after a Half-Sword Parry.
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Note that Bicorno can avoid your first Parry. You

For a full list of credits, additional rules examples and
tutorial videos etc. please visit:
www.audatiagame.com
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